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Abstract. This paper consists of an empirical study on the problem of cluster-
ing and hierarchically organizing opinion aspects in product reviews in order
to support aspect-based opinion mining applications. We performed a corpus
study for characterizing and understanding the involved tasks, looking for lin-
guistic patterns and convergences and divergences across domains. The process
has been manually performed and resulted in reference data for future develop-
ments and evaluation of automatic methods in the area.

1. Introduction
The expansion of the social networks and e-commerce services resulted in the growth of
online reviews in the web. Websites as Amazon and Buscape encourage users to write re-
views for products, where users may do objective or subjective descriptions for a product
and its aspects or properties. Subjective descriptions are characterized by a personal lan-
guage, with opinions, sentiments, emotions and judgments. The research area in charge of
identifying, extracting and summarizing subjective information in texts is called opinion
mining or sentiment analysis [Pang et al. 2002]. According to [Zhao and Li 2009], this
area is different from the traditional text mining area, which is mostly based on objective
topics rather than on subjective perceptions.

Opinion mining, according to [Liu 2012], represents a “delicious challenge”. Nat-
ural languages are very rich and allow to express subjectivity in different ways. Not ev-
ery opinion is directly expressed and not every aspect appears in a explicit way in the
text. For example, in The camera is expensive, the evaluated aspect is “price”, but it is
implicit, not being explicitly said in the sentence and, therefore, must be inferred from
the context. Another challenge consists in identifying different aspects that refer to the
same object attribute/property. Users recurrently make reference to services or products
attributes/properties using different terms. For example, consumers may use the terms
“value” and “cost” to designate the price of a product, or use the terms “screen” and “dis-
play” to qualify the same smartphone property. Another significant challenge for opinion
mining, according to [Yu et al. 2011], is that the product reviews are numerous and disor-
ganized. For example, at the Buscape website, the product Smartphone Samsung Galaxy
J5 SM-J500M has 931 reviews1 and, for each review, several aspects are evaluated. Thus,
consumers will hardly learn all the other consumers’ opinions about the product. Accord-
ing to the author, the hierarchical organization of aspects in product reviews would allow
for a better structuring of this data, so that it becomes intelligible for both machines and
humans.

1According to access at 16 February 2017.



In this scenario, due to all the above challenges, we present a corpus study of opin-
ion aspects, regarding both their clustering and hierarchical organization. We analyze re-
views for books and electronic products, looking for linguistic patterns and convergences
and divergences across these domains. We expect that such investigation may help char-
acterizing the involved tasks and provide valuable reference data for future developments
and evaluations in the area.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dataset and
the analysis method. Section 3 presents the achieved results and learned lessons. Some
final remarks are made in Section 4.

2. Corpus study
2.1. The dataset
The dataset overview is shown in Table 1. According to [Zhao and Li 2009], most of
the existing opinion mining initiatives are based on product reviews because reviews
usually focus on specific products and contain little irrelevant information. Therefore,
we randomly selected 60 smartphone and 60 camera reviews from the Buscapé corpus
[Hartmann et al. 2014] and 60 book reviews from the ReLi corpus [Freitas et al. 2012].
We manually analyzed the data behavior in each domain.

The Buscape corpus is composed of product reviews in Portuguese language for
cameras, notebooks, telephones, TVs, etc. In this corpus, the reviews are partially struc-
tured, with sections for “overall impression”, “what I liked” and “what I did not like”.
For example, see the following camera review (kept in Portuguese, the original language):
“Excelente, ate hoje todo mundo se impressiona com o tamanho e a beleza dela, alem de
fotos perfeitas que podem ser tiradas até 6.3 megapixels! o que gostei: Fina, pratica e
leve. o que não gostei: Nenhum!”. One may note that several aspects were evaluated in
this review, but some are not explicit. For example, the terms “beleza”, “fina”, “pratica”
and “leve” are clues that indicate the implicit aspects “design”, “size”, “usability” and
“weight”, respectively.

The ReLi corpus consists of book reviews, that are also in Portuguese language.
As an example, one may find the following review: “Ótimo livro, bem diferente do que
eu imaginava. Apesar de antigão, é uma leitura gostosa, com a linguagem bem mod-
erna. Um livro adolescentes, de aqueles momento foda-se”. In general, it is possible to
notice the challenges in dealing with such texts. They are usually marked by orality and
informality, orthographic and grammar errors, and bad language occurrences.

Table 1. Overview of the dataset
domain reviews tokens types
book 60 35,771 1,577
smartphone 60 6,077 1,496
camera 60 3,887 1,060

2.2. The analysis method
In this work, the main purpose is to investigate the clustering and hierarchical organiza-
tion of opinion aspects. Figure 1 illustrates the clustering process, which was manually
performed.



Figure 1. Clustering product aspects

For the 180 reviews, a human labeled the implicit and explicit aspects. In the identi-
fication of implicit aspects were labeled the clue terms that indicated the aspects. For
example, in This camera is expensive, the evaluated aspect is “price”, but it is implicit.
The term “expensive” is the clue term. The identification of explicit aspects were directly
labeled the aspects. For example, in The history of the book is bad, “history” is an explicit
aspect. In the last stage, the aspects were clustered the that had similar meaning but with
different wording, in order to identify groups. For example, the “cost”, “value”, “price”
and “investment” aspects form an unique group. We also modeled the progression of this
process of clustering product aspects, looking for a “learning curve”. Once clustering was
ready, the obtained groups were manually organized in hierarchies (one for each domain).
We compared our obtained hierarchies with other available hierarchies in the area.

3. Results
As explained before, we manually analyzed the product reviews and could observe some
very interesting things. The results demonstrated that product reviews may contain por-
tions of irrelevant information, i.e., information that is not directly related to the opinions
about the products. The book domain showed 47.98% of irrelevant content, when users
comment about the books but do not express any opinion or sentiment. However, for
smartphone and camera domains, there was no significant value of irrelevant content.

We could notice that the user profile influences the review informational status2.
We observed that the smartphone and camera domains present more aspects and groups of
aspects than the book domain, as shown in Table 2. Smartphones and cameras are popular
technological products and their aspects are more easily identified by non-expert users.

2According to [Koch 2009], the informativeness of a text is associated to its ability to present new and
unexpected information.



In the book domain, the users often are “just readers” and non-expert users in literature or
literary critic. Therefore, they usually do not care about the book technical aspects (such
as “size” or “paper type”). These users have been able to evaluate a limited number of
product aspects, generally prototypical aspects of the books. It is also interesting that the
vocabulary in book reviews are not uniform, as the users do not share the same extralin-
guistic variables, such as age, gender, education and social level. More “adult” books
have more sophisticated reviews, with better language, while the reviews of ”teenager”
books are more often marked by the orality and informal language.

Table 2. Number of aspects
smartphone camera book average

total number of aspects 459 342 323 374.66
unique aspects 180 132 103 138.33
explicit aspects 392 289 298 326,33
implicit aspects 67 53 25 48.33

Overall, 87.08% of the aspects are explicit and 12.91% are implicit in the domains.
Furthermore, a product review is composed of, on average, 6 aspects, and it may have at
least 1 implicit aspect (see Table 3). We also identified product reviews with the maximum
of 20 aspects and the maximum of 5 implicit aspects.

Table 3. Average of aspects
smartphone camera book average

average number of aspects 7.65 5.70 5.38 6.24
average number of explicit aspects 6.53 4.81 4.96 5.43
average number of implicit aspects 1.11 0.88 0.41 0.80
maximum number of aspects 20 20 15 18.33

Regarding the clustering step, we identified, on average, 3.08 explicit aspects and
0.77 implicit aspects per group. Some groups presented the maximum of 19 aspects,
as shown in Table 4. In these groups (those that are not unitary, i.e., that contain more
than one aspect), the predominant relation between 2 aspects is of the is-a / hypernym (or
hyponym, dependending of the direction of the relation) type (e.g., between the aspects
“aparelho” and “produto”), followed by synonym (“preço” and “custo”) or identity (when
there is a single aspect without a direct corresponding synonym in the group), part-of
/ metonym (or holonym) (“tecla” and “teclado”), deverbal construction (“refletir” and
“reflexão”) and coreference (“fabricante” and “marca”). The remaining cases are formed
by unitary groups, with only one aspect (without relations, therefore). Table 5 shows the
distribution of these relations.

We found several challenges in the analysis: (i) the inherent ambiguity of the
natural languages, occurring, for example, for the terms “function”, “resource” and “ap-
plication”, that are used to refer to the same smartphone application; (ii) the specificities
of the domain, as each domain requires specific background knowledge; (iii) the implicit
aspects, as the implicit aspect identification task is not always intuitive; (iv) the aspects
outside the domain, as the terms “delivery”, “technical assistance” and “SAC”, which,
although have been evaluated, are not directly related to the products.



Table 4. Results of the clustering step
smartphone camera book average

number of groups of aspects 48 37 24 36.33
avg number of aspects in a group 3.75 3.56 4.29 3.86
avg number of explicit aspects in a group 2.85 2.78 3.62 3.08
avg number of implicit aspects in a group 0.89 0.78 0.66 0.77
maximum number of aspects in a group 15 19 17 17

Table 5. Relations among aspects
relation smartphone camera book average
is-a / hypernym 45.00% 37.12% 46.60% 42.90%
synonym / identity 23.88% 18.93% 26.21% 23.00%
part-of / metonym 8.88% 15.90% 7.76% 10.84%
deverbal construction 5.55 % 6.81% 9.70% 7.35%
coreference 6.66% 8.33% 0.00% 4.99%
no relation (unitary groups) 10.00% 13.63% 9.70% 11.11%

Our study also showed that it is necessary the analysis of 40 reviews, on average,
to learn/identify most of the relevant aspects in a given domain. The “learning curves”
(shown in Appendix 1), represent the learning behavior of groups of aspects for the ana-
lyzed domains, that is the amount of new groups of aspects learned at each review. We also
hierarchically organized the identified groups of aspects (see in Appendix 2) and com-
pared our hierarchies with the hierarchies proposed by [Condori 2014], [Aciar et al. 2006]
and [Goulart and Montardo 2007]. In the hierarchies in the literature, the relations of the
type is-a are more often used. However, we observed that reviews are predominantly com-
posed by part-of relations. Furthermore, the hierarchies in the literature do not represent
all the domain specificities.

4. Final remarks
As shown above, clustering product aspects and building their hierarchical organizations
are not simple tasks. There are several challenges to overcome. The results demonstrated
that product reviews may contain a significant portion of irrelevant content and that in-
formational status may be influenced by the user profile. The vocabulary in book reviews
is not uniform, as the users do not share the same extralinguistic variables, such as age,
gender, education and social level, which results in varied writing behavior. In addition, it
was found that, for a good domain coverage, at least 40 reviews are required, on average.
We also observed that, on average, some domains may have more identifiable aspects.
The aspect groups and the hierarchies will be made available for research purposes. We
expect that automatic methods for opinion mining may be trained and/or evaluated over
such datasets.
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Appendix 1
We present below the learning curves for the identification of groups of aspects. As an
illustration of how to interpret these graphics, in Figure 2, one may see that, after have
analyzed 2 smartphone reviews, we could identify 10 groups of aspects; after 60 reviews,
we end up with 48 groups.

Figure 2. Learning curve for the smartphone domain



Figure 3. Learning curve for the camera domain

Figure 4. Learning curve for the book domain



Appendix 2
We present below the hierarchies obtained for the smartphone, camera and book domains,
where each circle represents a group of aspects. For each group, we show only the most
representative word. We show them in Portuguese because the corpus is in this language.

Figure 5. Hierarchy for the smartphone domain

Figure 6. Hierarchy for the camera domain



Figure 7. Hierarchy for the book domain


